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Abstract 
Strong support and commitment from the government to improve the professionalism of 
teachers has been obliged by law of Teacher No. 14/2005 and the national regular programs. In 
addition, to improve the quality of education the government allocated foreign loan programs 
and coordination of international partnerships. In the meantime, Universitas Terbuka (UT) has 
long been committed to strengthening teacher competence and qualifrcation through distance 
and online programs. As a nation-wide university, UT implements its programs through 38 
Regional Offices (RO) and one RO to serving students domicile abroad. 
Since 1984, UT has promoted 1,315,009 professional teachers, serving over 45% of the total 
number of teachers in Indonesia. To corroborate with current governmental educational policy, 
UT was challenged to assure its programs to be aligned with current issues of national quality 
development. Likewise, UT promotes efficiency in leading educational quality development 
through open and online teacher training programs. These programs foster teachers' continuous 
professional development and expertise. Partnership and collaboration with other education-
related institutions constitute apparently the key issues to succeed the programs. To conclude, it 
is obvious that all the programs are dully dedicated to strengthen the professionalism of teachers 
to be capable of meeting the national goals for nation and character building and development. 
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Introduction to Professionalism of teacher as an educator 
law 20/2003 on National education system, article 42, paragraph 1, states that teachers 
must have a minimum qualification and certification authority in accordance with the level of 
teaching, physical and spiritual health, as well as having the ability to achieve national education 
goals. Its Article 43, paragraph 1 specifiesthat promotions and rewards for teachers areconducted 
based on educational background, experience, ability, and job performance in the field of education. 
Therefore, schools need to continuously strive to empower and enhance their competences and 
professionalism as educators qualified by the law. 
As for terminological definition, the terms of professionalism has the meaning of (1) 
intellectual abilities acquired through academic education, (2) owns specific knowledge, (3) has a 
practical knowledge that can be directly used by others, (4) owns teaching technique that can be 
communicated, (5) has capacity to organize the works independently, (6) altruism, and (7) ethics. A 
professional worker should be supported by specific knowledge and deep expertise gained from 
legitimate educational institutions as required by teaching profession, and therefore be accountable 
for wider communities (see PP No.74/2008, Article 5 and Permendikbud No.S/2012, chapter 3). 
Furthermore, a number of professional experience has been specified by Permendikbud 
No.S/2012, such as gaining academic qualifications, education and training, teaching experience, 
planning and implementation of learning, assessment from superiors and supervisors, academic 
achievement, professional development work, participation in scientific forums, organizational 
experience in the field of educational and social tasks, and awards relevant to the field of education. 
The professional experiences should be reflected in the ability to carry out the main task as an 
educator, including the ability to extensively mastery learning materials. To strengthen his 
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